Polaré lenses, unmatched in the
over prescription sunwear category.
Cocoons and Vistana OveRx sunwear collections feature the proprietary Polaré lens system
to deliver optical grade visual acuity and durability, unmatched in the over prescription
sunwear category. Available in copper, gray, amber, yellow and blue mirror to meet the needs
and preferences of every prescription eyeglass wearer.
COPPER
Copper reduces scattered blue light while transmitting
more green, yellow and orange wavelengths to the eye.
The resulting effect is an improved level of contrast that
sharpens object definition
and is ideal for use
in varying and flat
16%
light conditions.

GRAY
Gray is a neutral tint that delivers true color perception
and natural contrast. This general purpose tint is ideal
for daily wear and a variety of outdoor activities where
intense, bright light is
encountered.
15%

LIGHT TRANSMISSION

LIGHT TRANSMISSION

AMBER
Copper reduces scattered blue light while transmitting
more green, yellow and orange wavelengths to the eye.
The resulting effect is an improved level of contrast that
sharpens object definition
and is ideal for use
in varying and flat
14%
light conditions.

YELLOW
Gray is a neutral tint that delivers true color perception
and natural contrast. This general purpose tint is ideal
for daily wear and a variety of outdoor activities where
intense, bright light is
encountered.
27%
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ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
UVC

UV TRANSMISSION RATE

BLUE MIRROR
Polaré ® polarized gray is also available with a blue mirror
coat designed to eliminate additional glare and increase
contrast. Allows 11% light
transmission with true
color definition.
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UV400 PROTECTION
Polaré lenses block 100% of damaging UVA&B light,
providing maximum eye protection from harmful ultraviolet
light exposure.

POLARIZED
By eliminating harsh, blinding glare, the Polaré lens allows
the eyes to relax and remain focused, improving visual
acuity and providing a soothing environment for the eyes.

SCRATCH RESISTANT
Polaré lenses are extremely durable and feature a
chemically bonded hard coat that resists scratches and
scuff marks that can reduce the optical clarity of the lens.

ONE YEAR WARRANTY
Polaré lenses are constructed from distortion-free optical
grade lens material that is extremely scratch resistant and
durable. All Polaré lenses feature a manufacturer’s one
year scratch resistance warranty.
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facebook.com/liveeyewear
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www.liveeyewear.com

